Submission Agreement – TPub Comics – 173a Randolph Avenue, Maida Vale,
London, W9 1DJ
I am submitting to you the following materials ("the Material"):
________________________________________________________________
(list title and description here)
in accordance with the following agreement:
1. I represent and warrant to you, your successors, and assigns that the
Material is original and that no other persons other than those who have
signed this agreement have collaborated with me in creating and
developing the Material and I have the legal right to submit the Material
to you for your consideration.
2. Your consideration of the Material and any negotiations between us
regarding the Material shall not be deemed an admission of the
originality of the Material.
3. You may retain or delete a copy of the Material and I release you from
any liability for loss or damage resulting from the same.
4. I acknowledge that you may discuss and disclose the Material to our
employees and possibly other third parties to evaluate its suitability
for TPub Comics. I acknowledge that no duty of confidence arises as a
result of our consideration of the Material and such discussions and
disclosures to any relevant third parties does not constitute a breach of
confidence.
5. I hereby grant you the right to use the Material provided that you
shall first conclude an agreement with me for such use or you shall
determine that you have a legal right to use the Material or any portion
thereof which is not derived from me either because the Material is not
original or copyright does not otherwise subsist in such Material or
because other persons (which may include your employees and other persons
presenting materials to you) have submitted similar or identical
suggestions, features, and material which you have the right to use.
6. This Agreement shall be construed solely under the laws of England and
Wales and any dispute shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the English courts.
7. This agreement constitutes our entire understanding and my signature
and the signature of any person who has collaborated with me in the
creation or development of the Material shall constitute agreement to the
terms and conditions set forth herein. This agreement may be changed only
by a written instrument signed by you and me. This agreement also applies
to any other material which I may submit to you unless it is agreed by us
in writing to the contrary. The invalidity of any provision of this
agreement shall not affect the remainder, which shall continue in full
force and effect.
__________________________________________________________
Signature
__________________________________________________________
Street Address

__________________________________________________________
Name, Please Print Clearly
__________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code
__________________________________________________________
Date
__________________________________________________________
Telephone Number
NOTE: In case of collaboration, each collaborator should sign and provide
the above information.

